
LEADING OTHERS AT
STROUD HIGH SCHOOL



At Stroud High School, we are all constant ly developing 
in our roles and we are keen to cont inue to develop both 
our aspirant and current Middle and Senior Leaders.  Our 
aspirant leaders are able to develop through 
opportunit ies to lead on projects, linked to their career 
stage, and receive appropriate coaching and external 
CPD. In addit ion to this, new Middle and Senior leaders 
are supported by an appropriate buddy. The link meeting 
structure between Middle and Senior Leaders enables 
Curriculum Team Leaders and Year Leaders to evaluate 
the progress of their team and their own skills as a leader 
and with support and coaching to move both aspects 
forward. 

Middle Leaders have opportunity to lead whole-school 
work, often undertaken as projects for Nat ional College 
Programmes for Senior Leadership. Other colleagues use 
their subject expert ise to deliver Teaching Subject 
Specialism programmes as well as lead whole school 
init iat ives on Challenge. 

All staff across the school are able to contribute to our 
termly teaching and learning newsletter - Ignite.  

LEADERSHIP VALUES



PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
Each and every individual is on their own journey and there 
are few greater principles than creat ing the culture, 
processes and environment to support the development of 
each and every person. Achieving this is a great challenge 
and one that is the responsibility of each person in the 
school. In part icular ? the development of individuals must 
be the central aim of each and every school leader at Stroud 
High School. 

We want all of our leaders to understand the key principles 
of leadership at Stroud High School. We are intent ionally 
ambit ious and must provide a challenging benchmark for 
leaders at all levels.

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF TEAMS
Leaders build teams and we want a climate of collaborat ion. 
We have shared team object ives as part  of our appraisal,  and 
all of our systems are designed to help people learn from and 
with  each other.



- Leaders create leaders and build teams 

- Leaders have humility ? they understand that we are always growing and improving  

- Leaders have integrity ? they do what they say they will do 

- Leaders focus on solut ions  

- Leaders lead by example and understand that anything except ional takes hard work 

These are 5 simple principles which are as relevant to the Headteacher as they are to a 
Curriculum Team Leader, Year Leader or our student leaders. Although the tasks, 
act ivit ies, knowledge and skills for each job may differ the principles for leading people 
should be the same.  

SIMPLE PRINCIPLES 
FOR ALL LEADERS
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There is lit t le shared understanding of 
what an except ional learning experience 
is in the subject 

Meetings have few opportunit ies to 
focus on collaborat ive planning and 
reviewing and developing teaching and 
learning 

Tasks related to self-evaluat ion are 
piecemeal. Student research act ivit ies 
lack focus and rigour and there is lit t le 
understanding of the experience of 
students in lessons 

Schemes of learning are stat ic resources 
which are rarely reviewed 

CPD focuses on examinat ion board 
courses and there is lit t le focus on the 
personal needs of each colleague 

Approaches to assessment are 
inconsistent and lack principle and 
process. 

Performance data is inaccurate and 
there is lit t le understanding of the 
performance of students or colleagues 

There are few opportunit ies created to 
share learning through observat ion and 
feedback sessions. This is not valued 

There is either a lack of challenge or lack 
of support for colleagues. There is an 
unhealthy imbalance 

There is lack of humility modelled by the 
leader

There is clear vision of what except ional 
learning is in the subject and this is 
understood and valued by all team 
members 

Meeting t ime is used to plan, discuss and 
reflect on learning experiences within the 
subject area 

Performance data is accurate support ing 
the development of future learning 

Lesson observat ions, work sampling and 
performance data and student research 
act ivit ies are used contextually to 
evaluate the learning in the department 

Assessment informs learning and is 
supported by an evidence based approach 
to marking and feedback. 

Performance data is accurate support ing a 
full view of the performance of the 
department 

There is a culture of openness in the 
department. Colleagues happily learn 
from each other and there is a climate 
where feedback is welcomed and 
supported 

Subject based learning is encouraged and, 
along with the latest pedagogical 
research, is used to inform CPD 

As a leader colleagues ident ify your 
humility to keep trying to make 
improvements, as well as your integrity 
for doing what you say you will do 
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